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ABSTRACT

A high voltage pulse generator system producing intense

relativistic electron beams ( REB ) ( 1.5fxs pulse width, 30 kA

peak current, 1 MeV energy ) was developed to the use of REB ring

formation. The system consists of a Marx generator, a

transmission line with plastics-water hybrid insulators and a

magnetically insulated transmission line connected with a

cathode. The system has been well operated more than twenty

thousands shots without troubles.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Injection of relativistic electron beams ( REB ) into

toroidal systems has been examined aiming at start-up, ramp-up
1—3)and sustaining of toroidal currents and formation of magnetic

configurations characterized by the presence of REB . Pulse

widths of REB injetion used so far (~100 ns ) were all shorter
8—11)than the decay times of return currents induced in plasmas .

Through theoretical and experimental investigation of REB ring

formation, it has been clarified that the pulse width is

preferred to be longer than the decay time of return
12—1Tl

currents . . Here, the self-field of an REB injected at the

early phase affects the following beam electrons during the pulse

such that the electons can produce stronger self-field by

consumption of their kinetic momenta, and then more toroidal

current is expected at a given electron energy of REB. In the

cases of ramp-up and sustaining of toroidal currents, there

remain many problems for further study; one of them is the choice

of parameters of REB suitable for successsful operation ~ .

In order to study these problems experimentally, a system of long

pulsed REB generation is required.

High voltage pulses are usually generated with Marx

generators because of easy extraction of high power output.

This method is again useable for long pulse generation. Other

components to be newly developed were a reliable transmission

line, an insulating interface set between both sides of the Marx

generator and of the ultra high vacuum region, in which a

magnetically insulated transmission line ( MITL ) and a cathode

disk for REB generation were installed. Figure 1 shows the

block diagram and the equivalent circuit of the developed system.

The transmission line fitting for the use should withstand

electrical breakdown during the pulse imposition. There are

several coaxial lines in commercial use, among which SF, Gas

Insulated Line ( GIL ) and Cross-linked polyethylene insulated

poly-Vinyl-chloride sheathed power cable ( CV cable ) might be
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applicable. However, GIL needs more development towards its

reliable applicability in 1 MV range. The other candidate: CV

cable is now useable up to 275 kV ( 50/60 Hz ) but not at higher

voltage. For these reasons, a new transmission line had to be

considered. As for the insulating interface, outgassing from

the insulator-surface on the high vacuum side should be as small

as possible , otherwise impurities of the outgas might flow into

the toroidal chamber and defy the clean vacuum required for

plasma confinement. Besides, this insulator must work well in

the operating condition of long and high voltage pulse.

This paper describes the design and construction of a high

voltage pulse generator which outputs a pulse having - 1 MV

voltage, 30 kA peak current, 1.5 ps pulse width . This system

has been checked in real operation of more than 20000 shots for

formation of REB rings in a toroidal device SPAC-VII*3' The

transmission line, the insulating interface and MITL all worked

well without troubles.

2. CIRCUITS OF PULSE SYSTEM

The system generating a long high voltage pulse consists of

a Marx generator, pulse transmission lines of three different

types and a magnetically insulated transmission line, as shown in

Fig.l(a). The Marx generator is converted one from Pulserad

445-W which outputs a short pulse of 4.5 MV at full power

operation. The connection of the Marx capacitors are changed

to have a more capacitance of 36 nF ( = C ) but the stored

energy of 90 kJ is the same as in the previous use. After

the conversion its maximum output voltage becomes 2 MV. This

output pulse is directly sent to a cathode for REB production on

the transmission line. No switch is equipped except for those

of the Marx. The pulse forming line used before is again

utilized as a section of the transmission line (WTL). The other

parts of the line are a line (CTL) covered with plastics-water

hybrid insulator ( PWHI ) and a gutter-type line (GTL) with the

same insulation method. Details of each potion of the line will
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be discussed in the following section. In this section the

electric circuit is only discussed.

The required total length of the line is about 7.3 m from

the output terminal of the Marx. The pulse travelling time on

WTL is 40 ns, and the time on the other portions: CTL , GTL and

MITL is about 30 ns since these insulation material is mainly

plastics with small electric permittivity. The total

transmitting time on the line is about 70 ns, which is too short

to affect the wave form of the pulse at the final end, i.e,

cathode. The circuit may be expressed by an equivalent circuit

with lumped constant parameters as shown in Fig.Kb). The

capacitance of the WTL line C = 8.6 nF is much less than that of

the Marx C = 36 nF. In order to avoid a current reversal, anm
appropriate choice of the cathode impedance Z,-. is necessary,

since the current reversal would shorten the life of insulators

and directly deprive the function of magnetic insulation from the

MITL. The estimated total inductance including the Marx is 6.6

(u\i. Whence the condition for avoiding the reversal becomes Z~

27 Q in the condition of a constant Z,,. However, the impedance

Zn changes itself with time in practice, especially when the
17)plasma anode method is used for REB production where the

cathode impedance changes followed with the time variation of the

plasma sheath thickness. If the sheath expands as ions of the

plasma anode are consumed in the sheath, the impedance Zj, may

increase with time. The output waveform in this simple model

is shown in Fig.2. This design was carried out at the range Z~

~ 20 to 30 il because the impedance may be easily controlled by

changing the surface area or the plasma density in front of the

cathode.

3. COMPONENTS

The main components developed for the pulse system are

explained in this section. In the design of each component,

much attention was paid of electric insulation bearing high

voltage above 1 MV for pulse duration longer than 1 jus.
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3.1 Transmission lines with plastics-water hybrid insulators

The transmission line connecting the Marx with the cathode,

which is set in the SPAC-VII, needs a rectangular bend as shown

in Fig.3. The characteristic impedance of the line is not

necessary to be low, since a high current pulse of long duration

is not required as in the usual case of short REB production.

In the design of the transmission line it have to be taken into

account that its structure is sufficiently proof against electric

breakdown in such a long pulse duration. Here, the insulation

is assured by adopting the combination of plastics

( polyethylene, acrylic ) of low electric permittivity (£ ~- 2.3 -

4.0 ) and deionized water having high permittivity ( F ~80 ).
s

The main insulation is held with the multi-sheets of plastics

when the electric field is kept under the breakdown field by

selecting an appropriate positional relation among the

multi-sheets of plastics and the surrounding conductors.
For solid insulators, the breakdown field, EB, is

18)
empirically given by the expression

EB V.1/" = k, ( 1 )

where the field Eg is in MV/cm and V in cm is the volume in

which electric field higher than 90 % of the maximum field is

present. The value of k depends on the kind of plastics,e.g. k

= 2.5 for polyethylene. When Vg = 2 X 104 cm3which is nearly

the volume of polyethylene used in this system, the breakdown

voltage Eg~0.9 MV/cm. The life of the insulator is reduced for

repeated pulsive use and its available shot number, N . is also
s

given by the expression

Ns = ( EB ' Eop)8> ( 2 }

where E is the field at which the operation is pursued. This

life Ng becomes 1.2 X 103 at E = 0.37 MV/cm which is the

maximum field appearing in this system. Therefore, in order to

assure the long life of the system without exchanging the plastic

insulator, it is important to avoid local concentration of

electric field.

To make strong resistance of plastic sheets against the
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breakdown arising in narrow spaces among them, those spaces are

filled up with deionized water. Thus, the electric fields in

the space can be safely small owing to the large difference

between electric permittibities of water and plastics. This is

the reason why the plastics-water hybrid was adopted for

insulatin of the transmission line. However, the electric field

concentrates in the plastics, so that field degradation at the

edges of plastics becomes necessary. Contrivances for it will

be described in the following real design.

A. Transmission line ( CTL )

The newly designed transmission line ( CTL ) connects the

following gutter-type transmission line ( GTL ) with the end of

the coaxial line ( WTL ) with water dielectrics, as shown in

Fig.3. When the line WTL was used as a pulse forming line for

short pulse generation, the charging voltage and time on the PFL

were 4.5 MV and 0.8 /us,respectivly. Therefore, at an operating

voltage lower than 1.5 MV, this WTL can be safely used as a

coaxial transmission line for long pulse operation.

The line CTL has an insulator of plastics-water hybrid

( PWHI) so as to make the line compact enough to be housed in the

limited space. If water dielectrics were used instead of PWHI,

the line would have been too large in size and also in cost. In

the case that a cylindrical plastic insulator is set as shown in

Fig.4(a), the electric field in water near the end side of the

insulator becomes too high to withstand breakdown. Therefore,

in the design, the insulator is set such that its end is located

at the concave corner made by the inner conductors of different

radii, as shown in Fig.4(b). The equipotential surfaces no

longer concentrate near the edge of the plastic cylinder and the

field in water becomes permissible.

This plastic cylinder is composed of four pipes of different

radii in order to reduce the probability of straight propagation

of breakdown streamers. The spaces appearing among the

cylinders are filled up with circulating water to take

air-bubbles out of the spaces because the bubbles, if present,
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cause a local enhacement of electric field which may give rise to

damage on plastic surfaces.with local breakdown. The structure

of the line CTL is depicted in Fig.5. The plastic cylinder is

made of polyethylene. The field strength is about 0.32 MV/cm

at the 2 MV maximum voltage operation

B. Gutter-type transmission line ( GTL )

The line GTL ( B-section in Fig.3 ) connects the line CTL to

the vacuum interface section ( C-section in Fig.3 ). A

right-angled bend is necessary on GTL. Since it is difficult to

make a structure of multi-coaxial plastic cylinders with a

right-angled bend, a transmission line having a gutter cross

section was developed as shown in Fig.6(a). Stacks of many

sheets of polyethylene are installed on both vertical inner sides

of a gutter of stainless steel which works as the outer conductor

of the line, and the inner conductor of circular cross section is

suspended between these stacks. The upper edges of the

polyethylene stacks are kept deep under the level of water which

is circulated from the bottom to the upper side. Air-bubbles

sticked among the sheets and also at other places move easily

upwards with their self-buoyancy and by the help of the

circulating water flow. In order to help the detachment of

bubbles from the solid surfaces, a small amount of surface

activation agent: TRITON-X is added in the water.

If the water level is slightly upper than the edges of the

polyethylene sheets, as shown in Fig.6(b), there appears strong

electric field causing breakdown in the water or in the

atmosphere above it. Also, if plastic sheets are laid on the

bottom of the gutter ( Fig.6(b)), the field near the inner

conductor becomes weaker but electric equipotential lines

concentrate in the sheets. In this case the plastics should be

set continuously without cuts, otherwise strong field arising at

the cuts might cause breakdown. This means that no use of the

sheets on the bottom is rather better.

Therefore, the structure depicted in Fig.6(a) is appropriate

in practice. Also it is easy to make a bend portion of the line
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because cut-less structure of plastic sheets Is unnecessary.

The field strength in the sheets is 0.37 MV/cm at the 2 MV

maximum voltage operation.

3.2 Insulator Stack at the interface between vacuum

and water ( IS )

The insulator separating the water-filled region from the

vacuum region is a stack composed of 20 insulator rings of

ultra-high-molecular polyethylene ( UHMPE ) and 20 stainless

steel ring plates inserted between neighbouing insulators.

Figure 7 shows a cross-sectional drawing of the section around

this stack:IS. UHMPE has fairly high mechanical strength and
—8

good machineability. Besides, its outgassing rate ( 3 X 10
—1 —2torr.litre s cm ) is smaller by an order than that of usually

used acrylic. Polyethylene has a favoured property against

flashover because arc-tracking made at flushover is very small

even if it happens. It is no longer necessary to coat the

surfaces with silicon oil as in usual cases of acrylic

insulators. Thf; maintenance is, thus, becomes easy.

In order to realize a moderate field grading . along the

insulator stack, two pipes of UHMPE are installed to cover both

the insulator stack ( IS ) and the connector section on its

backside. One of these pipes has a circular cross section and

the other does a hexagonal one. Figure 8 shows the electric

equipotential distribution in this case, where the hexagonal pipe

has been approximated to be circular. The effect of these

pipes is clearly noticeable in the figure. The axial electric

field near the insulator stack (IS ) is not localized, that is

essential to prevent flushover on surfaces of the insulator stack

in vacuum. As indicated in Fig.7, the terminal end of the inner

conductor of the gutter-type transmission line ( GTL ) is

connected to the feeder of the magnetically insulated

transmission line ( MITL ) at the point P. Owing to the

conducting plate B on the backside, the electric field at the

point P is kept low enough to allow such a terminal connection.

The allowable maximum field along the surface of the
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insulator stack ( IS ) should be decided from prediction of the

critical value for flashover on the vacuum side, Ep. The

dependence of E-, on the pulse duration was empirically given

by19)

Ep t
0'31 A0'18 = 0.22, ( 3 )

where t is the imposed pulse width in fzs and A is the surface

area of the insulator under consideration. In this design, t =

1.5 us and A = 1.1 X 104 cm2 and then E., = 36 kV cm"1. The
-1peak field in the practical use is set to be 28 kV cm with a

safety factor 1.3.

As the vacuum region inside the insulator stack is common to

the region for plasma confinement, so the vacuum is desired to be

of very high quality. For the purpose this region is pumped out

using a 270 1/s turbomolecular pump and two 1000 1/s cryogenic

pumps. The attained vacuum is about 2 X 10~ torr.

3.3 Magnetically Insulated Transmission Line ( MITL )

The magnetically insulated transmission line ( MITL ) is

supported with the end plate ( C in Fig.7 ) for the insulator

stack ( IS ). This MITL extends to the cathode. The total

feeding current on MITL under magnetic insulation, I , is given

by20)

I = 8500 Xrraln( rm + (7>l - 1 )
1/2) / ( In -^ ) A, ( 4 )

b
where >P is the relativistic factor corresponding to the sheath

potential V of the relativistic Brillouin flow between the inner

conductor and the outer one with the relation

y> = 1 + V( MV ) / 0.511, and r and r, are the radii of them 3D
inner conductor and the outer conductor, respectively. The

value of *p is found from the energy minimum considerations of

electromagnetic field inside the vacuum21' At V = 1 MV, T>m is 1.5

for r = 3.4 cm and r, = 13 cm which is the smallest radius at

the tapering section of the outer conductor as seen in Fig.7.

In this case the total current on MITL, I, is 21 kA.

The inner conductor of MITL is axially movable for adjusting

the position of the cathode in the SPAC-VII. Here, a mechanism
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for linear magnetic driving is attached. Maintenance of this

section is easily performed by opening flanges at the front of

the housing of the insulator stack ( Fig.7 ).

3.A Diagnostics

Main diagnostic instruments attached on the system are

listed in Table 1. The output voltage of Marx generator VM is

monitored with a resistive divider using aquaous solution of

CuSO^ and the voltage at the insulator stack ( IS ) is measured

with a capacitive divider. Waveforms of currents at several

points are obtained by self-integration of signals from Rogowski

coils and pickup-loop coils.

4. OPERATION

This generator system has been operated for three years in

which the number of shots exceeded 20000. The system has been

used to inject REB's into the SPAC-VII for formation of REB

rings. During the experiments, performance of the system has

been checked, comparing with the expected one at the design.

The maximum output voltage extracted in practice was 1.2 MV which

corrensponded 35 kV charge-voltage of the capacitors of the Marx

generator. In nominal operation the output voltage was 700 kV

to 1 MV. In the experiments, operations far from the normal

were unavoidable because wide range of experimental conditions

should have been covered for experiments. Sometime the diode

was shortened and sometime it opened. However, no fatal damage

was noticed on the system even in these abnormal cases.

4.1 Insulation capability of transmission lines

Before operation, air bubbles sticked on surfaces of

plastics pipe and sheets in water were taken out by making fairly

strong flows in the water and also by giving mechanical

vibrations on the outer walls of transmission lines. Here,

small amount of surface activation agent TRITON-X added to the

water was efficacious to remove air bubbles. After these

treatments, slow circulation of the water around the insulators

was sufficient to keep the water from inclusion of undesirable
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bubbles. Throughout the operations neither breakdown nor

flushover has been observed in the transmission lines, i.e., WTL,

CTL and GTL.

4.2 Performance of the insulator stack at vacuum-water interface

The vacuum pressure on the MITL side is as low as 5 X 10"

torr, mainly due to the good choice of insulator material: ultra

high molecular polyethylene ( UHMPE ). The insulator surfaces

have never been coated with oil but no trace of flashover has

been observed on them. This makes the maintenance very simple.

4.3 Wave forms of output

Figure 9(a) shows an example of wave forms of the Marx

output voltage: V..J ttftevoitage and the current at the end of GTL:

V~ and I™, and the diode current measured at just before the

cathode: I~, where the charge voltage of the Marx capacitors was

20 kV. In this case, a stainless steel cathode of 5 cm diameter

was used and an anode plasma was produced with a coaxial plasma

gun in the presence 3 kG toroidal magnetic field and 0.25 kG

vertical magnetic field. The peak values of VM( or V™) and IT

were 630 kV and 30 kA, respectively. The observed time lag of

start of signals between VM and V_ was 75 ns which was the

travelling time of the pulse on the transmission line, i.e., 40

ns on the section of coaxial water line ( WTL ) plus 35 ns on the

other sections of plastics-water hybrid lines ( CTL and GTL ) of

7 m total length. The available pulse width is about 1.5 us as

is seen in the Figure 7(a). In the case of a higher plasma

density the effective pulse width became shorter and the peak

output voltage decreased, as shown in Fig.7(b). These observed

characteristics of the output are nearly the same as ones

presumed at the design.

The diode impedance Z_ is mainly subject to properties of

plasma sheath formed in front of the cathode. When REB is

generated and it induces return currents in a partially ionized

plasma, ionization of the residual neutral gas proceeds rapidly.

Thereby the diode impedance or sheath impedance may decrease

during the pulse imposition. Figure 10 shows time evolutions of
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ZQ for the cases in Fig.9(a) and (b). The impedance Z- was

initially high and then decreased with time. This tendency is

contrast to the case of a constant plasma density where the

impedance increases gradually due to the expansion of plasma

sheath*7'

4.4 Insulation in MITL

The insulation in MITL was experimentally checked by taking

the difference (I™ - Ip). In cases of high plasma density as in

Fig.9(b), there was no appreciable current loss in MITL within

the accuracy of current measurement. However, the transmission

efficiency with respect to the current became worse at lower

plasma density. In the case of Fig.9(a) the efficiency is

about 75 %. The reasons for it may be considered as follows:

1) External magnetic fields applied in the toroidal and vertical

directions are present on the down stream side of MITL since the

cathode head is inserted in the device SPAC-VII. Therefore,

there appears a field deformation in MITL and the effective space

for insulation becomes narrower. In this situation, the

electron flow in the space betwen the inner and outer conductor

may be disturbed and the current loss appears.

2) During such a long pulse, plasmas produced on inner surfaces

of MITL expand and, as a result, the aspect ratio becomes small.

In practice, both phenomena may appear simultaneously. Under

usual operational conditions, the total transmission efficiency

of energy through all of the lines was about 70 %.

5. Conclusion

A high voltage pulse generator for long pulsed REB

production was designed and constructed aiming at REB injection

into the toroidal device SPAC-VII. Much attentions were paid at

the design of transmission lines for sending a pulse as long as

1.5 us from the Marx generator to the cathode. Two kinds of

transmission lines with plastics-water hybrid insulators are

connected in series between the water-dielectrics line to the

section of insulator stack at the water-vacuum interface.

Through operations exceeding 20000 shots at output voltages
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around 1 MV, which is a half the design value, it has been

demonstrated that these lines work very well and their lives are

also long as far as the shot number is less than that given by

eq.(2). Ultra-high-molecular polyethylene is an excellent

material useable for high voltage insulation. Owing to

excellent properties of low outgassing and good machinability,

UHMPE is very appropriate to insulators for the interface between

water and vacuum. When the plasma-anode method is used for

REB generation, the overall transmission efficiency of energy in

this system is about 70 % including the current loss on MITL.

It should be noted that, by using this pulse generating

system, intese REB rings have been successfully formed in

SPAC-VII and many important characteristics of the ring have been

revealed out.
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Figure Captions

Fig.l Electric circuit for the long pulse REB generation.

(a) block diagram of circuit elements;
MARX: Marx generator,
WTL: water-dielectrics transmission line,
CTL: coaxial transmission line using plastics-water

hybrid insulator,
GTL:-gutter-type transmissin line using plastics=

water hybrid insulator,
MITL:magnetically insulated transmission line.

(b) equivalent circuit of the system.

Fig.2 Wave form of the output voltage V- when the diode

impedance Z n varies according to the plasma filled
12 —3

diode model where the plasma density is 10 cm

Fig.3 Assembly of transmission lines connecting the Marx

generator to the cathode.

Fig.4 Equipotential lines near the end of the coaxial

transmission line ( CTL ) using plastics-water hybrid

insulator tubes for (a) bad positioning with strong

electric field near the end and (b) practically

employed positioning where the field near the end is

sufficiently weak.

Fig.5 Setup of CTL and its connection with the gutter-type

trasmission line ( GTL ). The plastics tubes of CTL are

overlapped by polyethylene sheets of GTL at the

connection.

Fig.6 Equipotential lines in the gutter-type transmission

line ( GTL ) for (a) practically employed case and

(b) the case where plastics sheets are set on the

bottom and water level is at the top ends of the

sheets.

Fig.7 Cross sectional view around the insulator stack ( IS ).

Fig.8 Equipotential lines in the section of the insulator

stack.
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Fig.9 Observed wave forms of the output voltage of the Marx

generator VM , the voltage and the current at the IS

section V™ and I™ and the diode current I~ at the

charge voltage of the Marx generator of 20 kV.

(a) case of the plasma density normally used,

(b) case of a higher plasma density.

Fig.10 Evolutions of diode impedance Z~ = V,,/l~ for the cases

(a) and (b) in Fig.9.
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Table I Measurement of pulse wave forms

Wave Form Notation Diagnostic Method

output voltage of
Marx generator

voltage at
insulator stack

current at
insulator stack

output current of
MITL

VM

vT

IT

ZD

resistive divider of
CuSO. solution

capacitive divider

magnetic pick-up coil

Rogowski coil
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INTERFACE VACUUM SIDE

( a)

4.5/JH 0.84«H O.63uH 0.42mH 0.25uH 6.6JJH

36NF

MARX WTL CTL 6TL - MITL DIODE
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Fig.l Electric circuit tor the long pulse REB generation.
(a) block diagram of circuit elements;

MARX: Marx generator,
WTL: water-dielectries transmission line,
CTL: coaxial transmission line using plastics-water

hybrid insulator,
GTL:-gutter-type transmissin line using plastics=

water hybrid insulator,
MITL:magnetically insulated transmission line.

(b) equivalent circuit of the system.
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Fig.2 Wave form of the output voltage VD when the diode

impedance ZD varies according to the plasma filled

diode model where the plasma density is 10 cm" .
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Fig.3 Assembly of transmission lines connecting the Marx

generator to the cathode.
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Fig.4 Equipotential lines near the end of the coaxial

transmission line ( CTL ) using plastics-water hybrid

insulator tubes for (a) bad positioning with strong

electric field near the end and (b) practically

employed positioning where the field near the end is

sufficiently weak.
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Fig.5 Setup of CTL and i t s connection with the gutter-type

trasmission line ( GTL ). The plastics tubes of CTL are

overlapped by polyethylene sheets of GTL at the

connection.
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Fig.6 Equipotential lines in the gutter-type transmission

line ( GTL ) for (a) practically employed case and

(b) the case where plastics sheets are set on the

bottom and water level is at the top ends of the

sheets.
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Fig .7 Cross sectional view around the insulator stack ( IS ).
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Fig.8 Equipotential lines in the section of the insulator

stack.
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Fig.9 Observed wave forms of the output voltage of the Marx
generator Vw , the voltage and the current at the IS
section VT and I T and the diode current Ip at the
charge voltage of the Marx generator of 20 kV.

(a) case of the plasma density normally used,
(b) case of a higher plasma density.
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Fig.10 Evolutions of diode impedance ZQ = VM/lD for the cases

(a) and (b) in Fig.9.


